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FOREWORD
This report presents the techniques used in compiling
the Apollo 12 Landing Site Surface and Experiment Locations
Map.
The report was prepared by Lockheed Electronics Company,
Inc., Houston Aerospace Systems Division, under Contract
NAS 9-10950, in response to Job Order 63-2957-3114 (Action
Document 2-2 Requirement for Apollo 12 Landing Site Map)
issued by the Mapping Sciences Laboratory, Manned Spacecraft
Center, Houston, Texas.
The techniques and mathematical formulas used were taken
from a technical report entitled "Techniques Applied in Compiling the Tranquillity Base Surface and Experiment Positions
Map", dated 16 December 1969 and prepared by W. H. Arant.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
The requirements set forth in Action Document 2-2 were

(1) the exact azimuth locations of the LM and (2) the precise
locations of the LM and the experiments.
All positions of planimetric detail on the resulting map
were plotted using a combination of photo resection, visual
observation of known map features, and image points, and
by taking distances from perspective grids constructed to fit
individual photos.
This photo map base and the experiment positions are
intended for use as a working map for experiments and site
documentation until a more accurate representation can be
developed.
The positional accuracy as stated in the map legend is
±5 percent to ±lO percent.

The map base is taken from Lunar

Orbiter high resolution frame 154.
II.

PROCEDURES
In order to establish positions of features relative to

each other, a feature must be located on a base with other
features located in respect to this feature.

Known map base

features were used for locating and positioning all other
features.
In locating the scientific experiments plus the flag and
television camera, a number of frames portraying the lunar
module and these objects were used.

Frames AS12-47-6928 and

AS12-46-6864 are representative in fulfilling this requirement (Figs. 1 and 2).

1

Figure 1 .

Frame AS12 - 47 - 6928, View of Lunar
Module From ALSEP
2

Figure 2.

Frame AS12-46-6864, View of Experiments
Taken From LM Window
3

In addition, the geometry of the camera had to be
established in order to position the images in their relative
ground locations.
In recapturing the geometry of the oblique photograph certain basic photogrammetric techniques were applied.

These

included establishing the apparent horizon, the principal
point, the principal line, the depression angle, the isocenter,
the nadir, and the horizontal angle of images to be transferred.
The apparent horizon line was established by constructing
a line tangent to the horizon on the photography.

(The dif-

ference between the apparent and true horizons on this photography was negligible, so the apparent horizon was used in all
measurements.)
A perpendicular drawn from the apparent horizon line
through the principal point (center reseaux) establishes the
principal line of the photograph (Fig. 3 ) .
The depression angle of the photograph was established
using the following formula:

e =

Yo
arctan 1:

e

depression angle

=

=

measured distance from the principal
point to the horizon along the principal
line

4

Apparent Horizon

)K

Principal
Point

Principal
Line

Figure 3.

Geometry of a Photograph Portraying Apparent
Horizon, Principal Point, and Principal Line

5

=

f

effective focal length

Upon determining the depression angle, the tilt angle of
the photography was established by subtracting the depression
angle from 90°.

The tilt angle was then used to establish the

isocenter (the half angle distance between the principal point
and the nadir, Fig. 4) using the following formula:
id

=

id

I

f tan 2 t
distance from principal point to the isocenter
along principal line, in the direction of the
nadir

f

=

effective focal length

t

=

angle of tilt

The distance from principal point to nadir was calculated
using the following formula:
nd

=

nd

f tan t
distance from the principal point to the
nadir measured along the principal line

f

=

effective focal length

t

=

tilt angle

6

Appar e nt Horiz on

Principal
Point

Principal
Line

4~

Figure 4 .

Isocenter

Geometry of a Photograph Portraying the
Position of the Isocenter and Nadir

7

The horizontal angle (the angle at the nadir between a
given point and the principal line) was established by calculating the parallax of each image point to be transferred
(Fig. 5).

By measuring the perpendicular distance of the

image point from the principal line, and the perpendicular
distance from the apparent horizon, the parallax of the point
was then established using the following f o rmula:

Px

=

f

Px

=

2

+

2

Yo - yoY

distance measured from principal line
along the horizon line

x

=

perpendicular distance from principal
line to image point

y

=

perpendicular distance from a horizon
line to image point

f

Yo

=

effective focal length
distance from vanishing point (intersection of horizon line and principal
line) to principal point measured along
principal line

A ray constructed from the isocenter through this parallax
distance on the horizon establishes a true horizontal angle.

8

v

a1
o~____--~------~

Principal
Point

Isocenter

Figure 5.

Geometry of a Photograph Portraying the True
Horizontal Angle of an Image Point (a)

9

After the instruments, etc., were transferred to the base,
additional photographs, as shown in panorama in Fig. 6, were
used to fill in additional detail.
A modified Canadian grid was used as a guide in transferring detail from the photograph to the map. In ~on
structing this grid the depression angle was established
using the formula previously explained.
The distance from the horizon to the scale line was calculated using the following formula:
hd

8
= H sec
m

hd

= distance from vanishing point (intersection of
horizon line and principal line) to scale line,
measured in inches along the principal line

H

=

8
m

altitude of camera in feet
depression angle

=

selected scale increments in feet

At this point
the horizon line,
line. A line was
each point marked

a scale line was constructed parallel to
and I-inch increments were marked on the
drawn from Vo (vanishing point ) through
on the scale line (Fig. 7).

The result is a series of line an equal distance apart
and parallel to the principal line on the lunar surface.

10
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Figure 6.

Panorama of Lunar Surface

11

vo
Horizon Line

Figure 7.

Parallel Lines on a Photograph
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The distances from the nadir to selected intervals along
the principal line were calculated using the followi n g
formula:

d

=

d

=

distance from principal point along
principal line, in millimeters, on the
photograph

f

=

effective focal point

H

=

altitude of camera station

=

Yo

distance from the principal point to the
horizon along the principal line on the
photograph

D

=

selected distance intervals from nadir
along principal line on the surface

Using lO-foot intervals, parallel lines to the horizon
line were constructed at the distances calculated with the
preceding formula (Fig. 8) .

This completed the modified

Canadian Grid, whereby detail could be transferred from the
photograph to the map base with a reasonable amount of
accuracy.
The photographs taken from the LM windows were screened
and the grid described above was constructed on a number of
frames.

13

vo

Horizon Line

Isocenter

Figure 8.

Modified Canadian Grid
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Upon completing the grid for each photograph , a lO-foot
grid was constructed at the base scale to aid in the transfer
of detail from the photograph to the base, and visual transfer
of lunar surface detail was accomplished using corresponding
lO-foot grid squares on the photograph and on the base as
transfer guides.
In the area not covered by photography from the LM window,
the positioning of features was accomplished by visual observation of detail, and transfer by graphic resection from the
lunar surface photography.
III .

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
Many problems arise in the positioning of features when

constructing a surface map using the techniques described.
These techniques work favorably in areas that are relatively
flat, where the vertical angles do not create a measurable
error.

Also, for ground photography such as this, the

greater the height of the camera station (up to a certain
point), the more accurate the technique will be because of
the smaller relative size of errors in estimation .
In the area of Apollo 12 the changing vertical angle of
each photograph, due to terrain roughness, created errors in
the final product.

Less error was encountered by using

frames taken from the windows of the lunar module where the
camera elevation was higher and more constant.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS
The positioning of features on a base using this type of

photography and these techniques can be accomplished with a

15

reasonable amount of accuracy, but the application of these
techniques is tedious and time consuming.

However, the

resulting map provides a preliminary working map that is
extremely useful for relative positioning of experiments and
site documentation.

NASA-MSC
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